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Abstract 
 

Over the last several years we have seen a dramatic increase in the number of software 
applications offered over the internet.  The ability to release user interface changes on a 
potentially daily basis has forced user experience professionals to rethink their 
traditional linear methodologies.  With a new set of internet-based usability techniques 
as well as the remarkable ability to receive real-time, continuous feedback from end 
users, designers today have the potential to create the most usable and competitive 
software user interfaces to date. 
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Introduction 
 

The software-as-a-service (SaaS) delivery model has grown in popularity 
over the last decade as computers and the internet have gained acceptance in 
both the corporate world and in the home.  In conjunction with this movement, 
there have been significant changes in how software is developed.  Shorter 
development cycles and more frequent releases are becoming the norm for web-
based software.  New agile development processes which promote increased 
productivity through shorter cycles have also gained popularity in the software 
industry.  Accordingly, user experience tasks such as interface design and 
usability testing have been forced to adapt.  This paper will discuss the user 
experience challenges and solutions that have emerged in response to the 
advancement of SaaS. 

 
Growth of the SaaS Delivery Model 
 

Progress in technology has enabled software providers to look beyond 
disks and CD’s as a medium for delivery; today an increasing number of 
companies like Google, Yahoo! and Salesforce.com are offering their software in a 
web-based environment that can be accessed at any time and from any computer 
across the globe.  A 2005 report found that of the North American professionals 
surveyed, 79% said that they were already using or were considering using SaaS 
applications.1 

Advancements in computing and the internet are the primary reason that 
SaaS providers have been able to gain a foothold in the software market.  
Decreasing hardware costs, increasing computational power and improved 
network reliability have encouraged both businesses and consumers to invest in 
computers and internet services.  Nearly 70% of people who connect to the 
internet at home in the U.S. do so with a high-speed connection.2  Within the 
business setting, 89% of workers access the internet with a high-speed 
connection.3  This widespread adoption of high-speed internet service has 
enabled SaaS applications to perform at speeds competitive with traditional, 
locally-installed applications.  Furthermore, secure connections and encryption 
techniques have helped convince the public that the internet is a safe medium for 
exchanging sensitive data. 

In addition to the technical factors involved in the growth of SaaS 
acceptance, there are several benefits over the traditional software delivery model 
that have attracted businesses and consumers.  One such benefit is derived from 
the one-to-many model that is intrinsic to SaaS applications.  This means that the 
SaaS provider maintains a single code base on its own set of servers from which 
every customer instance is derived.  This is a powerful architectural design that 
makes it possible to roll out a release across all customers at the same time, 
without the need for customer-specific modifications. 

Because SaaS software is not hand-tailored to the needs of the customer, 
providers often build a set of tools into the interface that allow users to customize 
the application themselves.  For example, Salesforce.com delivers an identical 
product to each new customer.  However, the customer can choose which 
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modules they would like to use, which tabs appear on the page and what fields 
appear in each form.  

Another benefit of the SaaS delivery model is that the responsibility of 
maintenance is shifted almost entirely to the SaaS provider.  Because the software 
is hosted by the provider rather than installed locally at the customer’s site, all 
hardware and software maintenance must be performed by the provider.  In a 
business setting, this means that a special IT team is not required in order to 
install updates, maintain hardware and back-up data.  For consumers using SaaS 
software, it means that any information they enter into the software will persist 
even if their own personal computer fails. 

Cost is another major factor.  Many consumer SaaS applications are 
completely free of charge; the provider earns revenue from advertising.  Business 
SaaS applications are typically tied to a subscription model which is attractive 
because the upfront costs are minimal and the contract can be terminated at any 
time. 

There is also reason to believe that customer support is enhanced by the 
SaaS delivery model.  This may be partially due to the fact that it is easier for 
providers to diagnose and solve problems when the server environment is in-
house and predictable.  In addition, the single code base of SaaS providers 
eliminates the need to support legacy versions, simplifying the work of customer 
support representatives.  Another factor that may lead to improved customer 
support is the ability of SaaS providers to monitor the usage of their product in 
real-time.  Analysis of these logs can help providers gain intimate knowledge of 
customer behavior and may lead to faster problem resolution in the short term 
and fewer bugs in the long term. 
 
Release Early, Release Often 
 

For years, the development of software closely modeled the traditional 
design and manufacturing processes of physical products.  Feature planning and 
design take place upfront, followed by a long development phase and concluded 
with QA testing, bug fixes and, ultimately, the release of a new version.  This 
process might last anywhere from six months to several years.  Microsoft, for 
example, recently announced the debut of its latest Windows version, Vista, 
which took over five years to develop.4 

This lengthy waterfall-style development process is a natural fit for 
versioned software that is delivered via a physical medium such as a CD because 
1) it is not economical for companies to repeatedly issue new disks, packaging 
and printed documentation and 2) it is not practical to ask customers to purchase 
and install a new version more than once a year.  If software developed in this 
fashion could be guaranteed to be perfect, infrequent updates might be 
acceptable.  But in reality, there are always bugs that QA overlooks, spelling 
mistakes that copy editors miss and, worse, the not uncommon situation in which 
the market changes before the software has even shipped. 

Today, the internet as a delivery medium has helped revolutionize the 
software development process.   Traditional desktop software providers like 
Microsoft are now utilizing the web to allow customers to install new versions 
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and to download the latest bug and security patches.   Meanwhile, SaaS providers 
that rely entirely on the internet to deliver their products are able to push out 
changes both large and small to their software as often as they desire.  For 
example, Flickr, an online photograph sharing website, is said to have released 
new code as frequently as once every half hour5, while Netflix, an online movie 
rental company, maintains a consistent two-week update cycle.6 
 
From Version Numbers to Beta Labels 
 

Frequent releases have also changed the way that companies communicate 
the state of the software to their customers.  Version numbers are unable to keep 
up with changes that take place on a potentially daily basis.  Instead, we are 
seeing more and more new SaaS applications labeled with the words “alpha” and 
“beta” which quickly provide users with a rough indication of the stage of 
development. 

By labeling an application as “beta,” some believe that the provider is 
simply making an excuse for any bugs, mistakes or incomplete features in the 
software.  Others think that the beta label is an honest declaration to customers 
about the state of the software and a powerful way to gather valuable feedback 
and conduct live user testing.   Either way, the beta phase has allowed SaaS 
companies to beat would-be rivals to the market and to innovate in a way that 
may have been considered too risky just a few years ago. 
 

“I think that people are maybe ashamed of their products and are worried about 
releasing something that's not perfect. It feels like it's almost an excuse. They're 
putting something out there and saying, ‘Use this, but if it's not perfect, it's not 
our fault.’”7 
 
In addition, some SaaS providers are including sections on their website 

that showcase new features and applications in their infancy.  For example, the 
Google Labs page lists several new applications such as Google Ride Finder and 
Google Code Search that, according to Google, “aren’t quite ready for prime 
time.”  YouTube also has a section called Test Tube where they feature “recipes 
and concoctions that aren't quite fully baked” for users to experiment with.   
Similar to the beta label, these experimental sites allow SaaS providers to gain 
valuable feedback from customers that they can then incorporate into subsequent 
releases. 

 
User Experience Best Practices for SaaS 
 

The ability to release software updates on an as-needed basis can be a 
powerful advantage for SaaS providers when implemented properly.  With that 
said, the company has a responsibility to the end users to take care in how user 
interface changes and new features are released. 

Unlike traditional shrink-wrapped software, changes to SaaS applications 
are made live the very next time the user logs into the system.  As a result, the 
customer has very little say in what changes will be released.  They also lack the 
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option of uninstalling the new version and reinstalling the previous one as they 
did with traditional software.  It is not surprising then that changes to a user 
interface can disrupt and even anger users who are accustomed to a certain page 
organization and set of tools for accomplishing their tasks.  

In early September 2006, the social networking site Facebook released a 
news feed feature with the purpose of helping members keep track of changes 
that friends made to their pages.  The feature received an enormous amount of 
criticism with approximately 700,000 members signing a petition for its 
immediate removal. 8  The Facebook team clearly did not anticipate such a 
reaction and may have avoided it by performing usability testing during the 
design and development phases.  If standard usability tests failed to reveal the 
issue, there are several effective user experience techniques for SaaS applications 
that could have given Facebook more control over the situation. 

 
Limited Releases 
 

One technique that has been used successfully by companies like MSN and 
Yahoo! is to offer a new feature or an updated look-and-feel to a small percentage 
of the user-base.  MSN employed this technique when they were redesigning their 
home page a few years ago.  Rather than forcing the change onto all of their users, 
they advertised a preview to a small percentage of their users.  They used the 
feedback they received to gauge the users’ reaction, make improvements and then 
eventually released the new home page to all of their users. 

 
“Don’t people hate it if you change the pages every two weeks? Of course. If you 
have enough traffic, test the changes on a slice of users.”9 

 
In the case of Yahoo! Mail, existing users were shown a link that invited 

them to try out the new Yahoo! Mail Beta application.  Yahoo! Mail Beta offered 
“Web 2.0” features such as drag-and-drop and automatic completion of email 
addresses and was a drastic change from their existing Mail application.  Yahoo!’s 
invitation strategy helped them avoid angering existing users by forcing a drastic 
user interface change on them.  Users who voluntarily opted to try the new 
application were given a very prominent link to switch back if they preferred the 
previous version. Like MSN, the real-time usage statistics and feedback were 
incorporated into subsequent updates, creating a more mature, stable 
application. 
 
Supporting Older Features 
 

YouTube has dealt with rolling out major feature changes in a similar 
fashion.  Hong Qu, a UI designer at YouTube, explained in a telephone interview 
that they mitigate the rejection of changes to popular features by first performing 
several iterations of traditional usability testing and then, following a public 
release, by allowing users to continue to access the previous version of the 
feature.  Over time, even the reluctant users tend to adopt the new version of the 
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feature.  By performing log analysis, YouTube can determine when the old 
version is no longer being used and will subsequently remove it from their site. 

 
“We are really careful – every time something new comes out, the users are 
hesitant to accept it.  We are careful to preserve the impression that we are 
supporting the old feature.”10 
 

 Like many other SaaS providers, YouTube also maintains a close watch on 
customer feedback in order to validate interface changes.  Several times a week, 
Hong will check-in with the customer support department to find out what 
features customers are requesting and what they are having difficulty with.  
 
Gradual Change 
 

Another strategy is to avoid major design overhauls altogether.  Rather, 
design the end result and then slowly release elements of it overtime.  This slow-
release process ensures that a user’s productivity is not impeded by having to 
learn a whole new interface.  Ideally, the user will not even notice the changes. 

There is an unconfirmed anecdote about EBay taking this approach after 
they attempted a drastic change from a yellow background to a white background 
and elicited severe criticism from their end users.  Rather than give up on the 
idea altogether, they decided to slowly fade the color from yellow to white over an 
extended period of time.  Because the change was so gradual, users did not even 
notice.11 

Gradually releasing small changes to a user interface is also beneficial 
because it allows the user experience team to pinpoint the exact cause of positive 
or negative feedback.  If several changes are made, it can be difficult to determine 
which one was the true cause.  Furthermore, it is easier to remove a small change 
from an interface than a large change if it is found that it is not being used or is 
disliked by users. 
 
Different Breeds of SaaS Applications 
 

Certainly, there are differences between SaaS providers that make some 
user experience techniques more practical and effective than others.  Although 
the line is fuzzy, there appear to be two main camps of SaaS applications which 
are divided primarily by target audience and cost structure:   

 
1. Business-to-Business SaaS:  Applications that are sold to small-to-

medium sized businesses and that charge a monthly subscription 
fee.  Examples:  Salesforce.com, WebEx, SugarCRM and 37 Signals.   

 
2. Business-to-Consumer SaaS:  Applications that are made available 

to individual consumers and that are either free to use or may 
charge a nominal fee.  Examples:  Google GMail, Google 
Spreadsheet, Yahoo! Mail, PayPal and Flickr. 
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It may be that the greatest difference lies in how critical the application is 
to the end user.  As one may expect, end users of a business-to-business (B2B) 
SaaS application such as Salesforce.com are not using the application voluntarily.  
Rather, their employer has selected the software on their behalf.  The software’s 
availability, stability and usability are of utmost importance to the customer.  
This is particularly true in the realm of customer relationship management 
(CRM) software because the productivity of the employee using the software is 
directly related to the success of the company.  As a result, changes to this type of 
SaaS software cannot be taken lightly. 
 

“…if you're running an online billing system, hosted CRM, online banking or 
hosted VOIP services - you can't afford to screw things up for your users. At the 
end of the day, consistent quality is the key to keeping customers happy - and 
generating revenue for you.”12 

 
Salesforce.com’s longer release cycles may be indicative of this criticality 

factor.  Although they recently converted to an agile development process in an 
effort to increase the number of yearly releases, Salesforce.com must still 
meticulously navigate new features and user interface changes in order to 
maintain a high level of customer satisfaction. 

When Salesforce.com started thinking about updating the look and feel of 
their navigational tabs in 2005, they utilized their successforce.com community 
website to collect comments from current customers on three potential designs.  
When the change was later implemented in early 2006, they released the new 
look and feel for all new customers but allowed existing customers to revert back 
to the “classic” style if they so desired.  Even a year later, Salesforce.com is 
supporting a small percentage of users who are using the old look and feel.  This 
underscores the value of giving customers an option when significant interface 
changes are implemented. 

For Salesforce.com, it is not just about what is perceived to be better for 
the customer.  Each design decision they make has the potential to cause 
productivity loss and an increase in human error.  Furthermore, for larger 
customers, changes to the interface can mean weeks lost in retraining employees.  
As a result, Salesforce.com tries to conduct as much usability testing as possible 
and leverages online and offline communities to receive feedback about features.  
They will also often make new features optional by providing on and off switches 
in the software’s administration panel.  At the end of the day, these safeguarding 
tactics must be balanced with the need to constantly evolve in order to stay 
competitive with other SaaS CRM providers. 
 

“When considering the value of a conceptual feature or usability change, ask 
‘What does the customer do with what she has today, will she still be able to do it 
tomorrow, and does she need what I plan to give her next?’”13 

 
For SaaS applications that cater to consumers (B2C), the story can be quite 

different.  Applications like Flickr, Facebook and Google Earth are predominantly 
used for social networking, community building or as a leisure activity.  They are 
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all offered free of charge.  Certainly, one would expect that these factors would 
substantially influence the expectations of the users. 

Although it would be erroneous to say that users of free B2C SaaS 
applications are accepting of design flaws and reckless change, in some cases they 
may be more flexible than users of B2B software.  Furthermore, there may be an 
inherit expectation that these types of applications should remain cutting-edge, 
thus demanding the constant addition of new features and an updated look and 
feel. 
 

“One cool thing about these constant updates, is that it involves the user in the 
development process, even just a little bit. It makes me feel like I can direct how 
the software goes, even if I'm not the one actively working on it. I think I only get 
this feeling because of the _immediate_ feedback. If I made a request and it gets 
implemented a few months later, I probably would have forgotten about it 
already.”14 

 
While there is no evidence that users of B2C SaaS applications are more 

open to interface changes, we know that providers like Netflix, Flickr, Facebook, 
MySpace and Google are constantly tweaking their interfaces in an effort to stay 
competitive in a market driven by rapid innovation.   
 
It Comes Down to the Users 
 

As satisfying as it would be to draw a thick line in the sand between B2B 
and B2C SaaS applications, the reality is that design practices always need to 
come back to the needs of the users.  B2B SaaS applications will often have a less 
technical, more conservative user base and B2C SaaS applications will sometimes 
offer an opportunity to push the limits of design.  But there are exceptions to 
every rule. 

Microsoft’s Hotmail application is a good example.  The designers of 
Hotmail, one of the first free email programs on the web, took one look at 
Google’s GMail and decided it was time for a major upgrade.  The team designed 
and developed a major overhaul to the interface including all of the cutting-edge 
“web 2.0” bells and whistles.  Their first set of user testing delivered good results.  
However, when they started broadening their tests to a more representative set of 
users, they began getting some unexpected feedback.  Users actually preferred the 
existing Hotmail interface.15 

The rationale was two-fold.  First, many of these users had held a Hotmail 
account for almost ten years and were very comfortable with the current 
functionality.  Furthermore, Hotmail’s design had not changed substantially over 
its lifespan so users were not accustomed to change.  The second reason for the 
negative reaction was that the proposed design took significantly longer to load in 
the browser than the current design.  With a large number of users relying on 
dial-up internet access, the exciting new “web 2.0” features ended up being less 
usable than the features they were replacing. 
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User Experience and Agile 
 

Another trend in software development that is gaining popularity among 
many SaaS software providers is the agile development process.  Agile attempts 
to make development more productive and efficient by replacing a single long 
cycle with several shorter ones.  Each of these “sprints” focuses on a prioritized 
set of user stories and is intended to deliver real, functional value.  Typically 
lasting between a week and a month, a sprint will cycle through the phases of 
design, coding and testing. 

Companies that have implemented agile have had to reevaluate the role of 
the user experience team within the development process.  In a traditional user-
centered design process, almost all of the user interface (UI) design work is done 
upfront.  User needs serve as the foundation for creating a series of rough 
mockups which eventually evolve into high-fidelity interactive prototypes 
through several iterations of customer testing.   When the team is satisfied with 
the design it is typically handed off to the development team for coding.   Ideally, 
user experience members will have the opportunity to work closely with 
engineering to ensure that the code stays true to the design.  A final round of 
usability testing will reveal any unexpected issues and minor changes can be 
made before releasing the feature to the public. 

With agile, however, long periods of upfront planning are discouraged.  In 
fact, some user experience professionals have criticized the agile methodology 
because it seems to leave UI design and usability testing entirely out of the 
process.  However, companies that have adopted agile but want to continue 
supporting the user-centered design process have started to find ways to 
reconcile the two seemingly opposing methodologies.   

Most user experience professionals agree that some design work still needs 
to be completed upfront along with the initial feature planning.  This is because 
highly usable software is not derived just by how things look and work on a single 
page but how well the various pages interact with one another.  For particularly 
large features or features spanning multiple sections of an application, taking a 
holistic perspective in the design process is a necessity.  With a holistic design 
completed, the UI Designer can then segment the design to fit the needs of each 
sprint. 

Alias, a graphics software company, has said to have effectively integrated 
user experience work into their agile development process.  They complete their 
design work one iteration ahead and conduct usability testing on the features 
developed in the previous iteration.16  In this arrangement, the team is designing 
and testing in a single sprint and never holding up the work of development or 
QA.  Any recommendations for change that stem from usability testing can be 
prioritized and then incorporated into a subsequent sprint.  

Salesforce.com, which transitioned from a standard waterfall approach to 
a Scrum agile development process in the fall of 2006, has also had to make 
adjustments in order to align the user-centered design process with their agile 
schedule.  According to Jerry Sherman, Senior Director of Development Services 
at Salesforce.com, it is nearly impossible to fit the full user-centered design cycle 
into a 2 or 4-week sprint although the company considers this step to be critical 
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to getting the feature right.  Their solution has been to have the user experience 
team start their work several cycles ahead of development. 

 
“We're focusing on having the designers work proactively with project managers 
several sprints ahead of the rest of the team.  The goal is to have fully-tested 
prototypes ready to hand off to development before the release sprints start.”17 
 
Some claim that, when done properly, the agile process naturally enhances 

the usability of the software.  For example, the short sprints may prevent 
designers from become overly attached to the feature and therefore they may be 
more open to changing or even throwing out their work if usability testing reveals 
flaws or if market demand has changed.  In addition, frequent updates to the 
software give the user experience team an opportunity to see real-time usage 
statistics and determine if the change was accepted by the end users.  In the case 
where a change or feature receives a negative reaction when made live, it can be 
removed or modified in the very next release. 

 
“In an agile world, teams are allowed to be wrong and quickly change their 
course.”18 

 
The Future of SaaS 
 

The benefits of software-as-a-service applications are myriad.  More 
attractive pricing models, reduced dependency on IT and convenience of access 
are all reasons why companies and individuals will continue to embrace SaaS 
applications.  But with those advantages aside, there are three fundamental 
reasons why the internet will become the dominant method for delivering 
software:  the ability to watch, listen and react to users in near real-time.   

It is difficult to identify another industry today that has such a direct 
connection to the needs and wants of their users.  With SaaS software, the 
interface can be tweaked and moments later users are flooding the customer 
support department with feedback.  Furthermore, server logs are able to provide 
insights into customer behavior.  For example, it is possible to see where users 
are clicking and what they were doing when they decided to leave the site. 

User experience teams working for SaaS companies truly have every 
resource at their disposal for creating innovative and highly-usable interfaces.   
However, the advantage of continuous evolution via ad-hoc code updates must be 
balanced with the users’ needs for consistency, efficiency and transparency.  SaaS 
providers that practice intelligent user-centered design and that can form a two-
way line of communication with their users by leveraging user feedback and log 
data will be able to differentiate themselves from the competition. 
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